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Officers’ Seminar On Leadership For Safety 
Engagement

Ad Hoc Modifications 
Cause Fatality

Safety begins with teamwork, and 
knowledge is the key to locking this 
progressive culture on board. The theme 
resonates throughout ESM and was the 
main subject of discussion in the recently 
concluded Officers’ seminar conducted 
on 25th and 27th April’17 in Chandigarh 
and Delhi respectively. The seminar topics 
included a potpourri of actual case studies, 
current market trends and crew welfare, 

with an open and interactive discussion 
platform in each session.

Participant Officers from each seminar shared 
invaluable experiences from their sailing career 
and the salient attributes that added to their 
success. Chief Officer Mr Kunal Kashyap who 
attended the seminar at Delhi, spoke on his 
career progression and emphasized a positive 
attitude, professional ethics and hard work for 
a successful career. Second Officer Mr. Garvit 

The fourth engineer was draining 
accumulated water (condensate) from 
the main air receivers. He opened each 
of the two inline drain valves of the 
forward main air receiver about one 
turn and stood by, watching the flow 
of condensate through the observation 
glass of the drainage pot. Shortly 
afterwards, without warning, the 
observation glass exploded.

The fourth engineer was found seriously injured, 
breathing but unconscious. After shutting the 
two air receiver drain valves to stop the flow of 
escaping air, first aid was administered to the 
victim; but it was to no avail, he died shortly 
after.
Based on the analysis of the accident, when the 
drain valves from the main air receiver were 
opened, the accumulated condensate flowed 

into the drainage 
pot in sufficient 
quantity to cover the bottom of the pot and the 
discharge hole. This flow of liquid was probably 
followed by a marked increase in pressure due to 
the inrush of pressurised air (about 30 bar) from 
the receiver. The pressure increase in the drainage 
pot was sufficient to fracture the observation 
glass, leading to its catastrophic failure. 

The condensate drain pots fitted on the vessel 
were not of a design normally fitted by the builder, 
or commonly encountered on board ships. They 
were modifications that was implemented at 
the request of the Shipowner’s representative to 
eliminate splashing of condensate. The shipyard 
did not follow its own procedure for fitting a 
modification. Consequently, the shipyard did 
not conduct appropriate engineering analysis or 
testing of the condensate drain system prior to 

** Note : This monthly safety moment is collected from various sources for  
educational purpose and is not necessary an actual incident from the ESM 
fleet.
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fitting it. They were, therefore, unable to establish 
the extent or impact of pressure accumulation 
and operating conditions on the system. And the 
condensate drainage pots fitted to vessel’s main 
air receivers were not fit for purpose as they 
were not capable of withstanding the internal 
pressures that were likely to accumulate in 
service.

Lesson Learned
When in doubt, or for any ad hoc modifications to 
vital machinery, consult class for design approval.

Continued on Page 8

Bhandari and Fourth Engineer Mr Manish Sharma 
from the Delhi seminar elucidated challenges 
faced by them and the way forward in handling 
them. Other personal experiences and best 
practices learnt recounted by Chief Officer Gagan 
Deep Singh Bhullar, Second Engineer Karamjeet 
Singh, Third Engineer Pankaj Bhutani, Third 
Officer Jasmeet Singh and Third Officer Navraj 
Singh Sidhu at the Chandigarh seminar struck a 
chord with the participants. 
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Letter of the Month
Barely one and half year after the deluge in Chennai in December,2015,  here is 
the news of the drought engulfing the city along with the entire state and the 
entire southern India. With the reservoirs of the city falling drastically below the 
normal level one can understand the hardship and calamity the population has 
to undergo at this time. It’s a shame what the human race bring onto themselves 
by destroying what the nature provides abundantly! Our environment articles in 
the newsletter try to highlight this one lesson to our readers all along. Please flip 
through the article on the garbage and litter patches accumulated in the ocean 
around us. 

The health article points out how though not all shoulder pains may not be symptom of 
heart attack- some could be! Interesting information to be aware of to protect our health 
interest. 

However, the two highlights of the newsletter would be the swift and daring rescue of 80 
immigrants from their sinking rubber dinghies by one of our fleet vessels Atlantic Leo off 
Libya. Indeed a great demonstration of professionalism and seamanship and our hearty 
congratulations to Capt.Amit Sharma and his extraordinary team of crew.

Meanwhile, April also ended with two important seminars for our junior officers at 
Delhi and Chandigarh. It is indeed very heart warming to witness these young officers – 
erstwhile cadets of SIMS other day, so confidently slipping into the responsible roles on 
board and steering the organization into the next phase of growth. Congratulations and a 
big thank you to all our junior officers- some of whom have already stepped into the senior 
management roles. Well done !

As mentioned earlier the Executive Group is undergoing a new phase of leadership 
training and development with the various subsidiary companies repositioning themselves 
for future growth and expansion. With a huge talent pool who are identified for different 
roles and groomed through various programmes and mentorships, we are set to announce 
the final list soon. 

Till then, have a safe sailing , remain focused and happy,
Sikha Singh
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ESM would like to extend warm greetings for Labour Day on 1st May 2017 and Vesak Day on 10th May 2017
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Precautions for preventing costly mistakes on 
Bitumen Tanker  

The below illustration is of a cargo tank in a bitumen 
tanker that aims to educate our crew about costly 
consequences, which can be faced even with minor 
operational mistakes by ship’s crew 
  
Unlike other liquid cargo ships, Bitumen tanker does 

not have the cargo tank as an integral part of the 
ship structure, but more like a floating structure 
(similar to LPG ships). For easy understanding, it 
can be thought of as a big rectangular portable tank 
having been placed over the blocks in cargo hold of 
a bulk carrier/general cargo ship.

The cargo tank is insulated with heat resistant 
insulation pads of almost 30 cm thickness and is 
supported at various ends with blocks as shown in 
the above figure. In order to provide cushioning and 
resilient mounting to cargo tank and to facilitate 
a snug fit, blocks’ end in contact with the tank 
that are fitted with Non Asbestos MARLITE GP 
or LUMBER BOARD slabs. Insulation padding is 
required for the cargo tank’s outside surfaces, as 
the tank is designed to carry heated cargoes of 
temperatures up to 200 degrees Celsius. Cargo is 
heated by thermal oil circulated in the cargo tank 
through tubes via circulating pump connected with 
thermal oil heater.

As bitumen tankers are specialized in nature, it is 
imperative that during design stage certain features 
are incorporated in order to ensure safe and secured 
operation at all times. 

At design stage following items must be 
incorporated for safe operation of ship: -- 
• It is very important to ensure Lumber boards 

are used for cushioning and resilient mountings 
instead of Marlite GP as Lumber board is water 

resistant and unlike Marlite GP does not dissolve 
in water. 

• Cargo hold should be fitted with bilge alarm to 
alert the ship’s officers and crew in the event of 
any water ingress in the cargo hold from ballast 
tank or side-shell rupture due to any reason. Older 

Bitumen tankers are usually not fitted with 
cargo hold bilge alarm.
• Cargo bellows that connect two 
separated cargo tanks should be fitted 
with temperature leak off alarm on the tray 
mounted underneath the bellow. A float type 
alarm cannot be fitted in tray underneath the 
bellow as Bitumen being extremely viscous 
requires high temperature to maintain its fluid 
state, and will solidify once exposed to ambient 
temperature, hence temperature leak off alarm 
is more appropriate to detect temperature of 
any leaked bitumen cargo falling on the tray.
• Cargo vent line should have a junction 
box with inspection cover prior vent pipe 
exits to the atmosphere. This inspection cover 

will facilitate easy access for internal inspection 
of junction box, in case any cargo carry over 
has taken place. Cargo carry over will eventually 
restrict the venting capacity of cargo tank, 
resulting in pressurization of the cargo tank and 
eventual distortion.

• Additionally cargo tank should be fitted with high 
level and overfill independent radar gauge alarms 
to get pre-warning in case tank reaches a high or 
overfill level due to any inadvertent mis-operation 
of valves by ship’s crew.    

For safe operation following points are of 
paramount importance:--

• Strict compliance with enclosed space entry 
procedure must be adhered to at all times, for 
entry into ballast  and cargo tanks.

• Once the inspection or maintenance work is 
completed, as a part of post-completion checks, 
the enclosed space must be fully secured and entry 
status of the tank entry tags must be changed. 
Responsible officer must verify safe status prior 
signing the permit for close out.

• Ballasting and De-ballasting operations should be 
closely monitored and at no point of time a tank 
be allowed to overflow, as then water column will 
impose excessive stress on the DB tank structure. 

• When ballast tanks have been inadvertently 
overflowed or ballasted above their 100% 
capacity, the tank volume should immediately be 
dropped to below 100%. 

TECHNICAL NEWS

• Cargo tank bellow and its cargo leak-off 
temperature alarm must be checked for its 
operation prior every loading and discharging to 
ensure it is functioning in good order. 

• Bilge soundings of the cargo hold must be taken 
every day and logged, especially when the cargo 
holds are not fitted with bilge alarm. This action 
will pre-empt any serious consequence due to 
flooding of the hold.

• Prior arrival and post departure, each port cargo 
hold must be inspected to ensure internal condition 
of hold is safe and sound. Internal inspection 
must be supported by relevant photographs.  

Consequences due to operational lapses by 
ship’s crew can be quite expensive, some of 
which are as follows: --- 
• In Bitumen tanker, ballast tanks are located 

underneath the cargo tank floating inside the 
cargo hold /Void space. In case the manhole cover 
or ballast tank inspection port cover mounted is 
left open accidentally or not properly closed after 
the inspection, it might cause flooding of the 
cargo hold during ballasting of the water ballast 
tank. If the support mounting is fitted with Marlite 
GP, then it is liable to get dissolved in water and 
cargo tank’s shifting/ dislocation from its designed 
place is inevitable.

• In this situation not only cargo tank gets 
dislocated, but its insulation pads will also get wet 
and totally wasted. 

• Additionally cargo bellow might get distorted/
ruptured along with thermal oil line failure/crack. 
Thermal oil line distortion or crack will cause oil 
pollution in the cargo hold, which may already 
have sea water present from ballast overflow. 

• A negligent regime of checks and inspection of 
cargo bellows is likely to generate tremendous 
amount of bitumen leaks in the cargo hold, if 
the bellow in operation has cracked and leak off 
temperature alarm has malfunctioned. Cleaning 
this leaked bitumen from hold is time consuming 
and tedious task with substantial amount of 
money and downtime involved. 

• Restoring of cargo tank back to its designed 
location from adrift position, removal and 
installation of insulation pads, renewal of cargo 
bellow, thermal oil line renewal and charging of 
fresh thermal oil for compensating the lost oil, 
will cost vast amount besides incurring off hire of 
vessel for substantial amount of time.  
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How Garbage Patches Form in World’s Oceans 

The Great Pacific Garbage Patch - a 
collection of marine debris in the North 
Pacific Ocean - is not the only marine 
trash vortex, it’s just the biggest. The 
Atlantic and Indian Oceans both have 
trash vortexes. Even shipping routes 
in smaller bodies of water, such as the 
North Sea, are developing garbage 
patches.

These garbage patches, which can go undetected 
because the debris is so small, move constantly 
and undergo changes in size. Researchers have 
now released a study that helps explain how 
ocean currents help to form garbage patches of 
floating debris in the world’s oceans.

According to a press release from the University 
of Miami (UM) Rosenstiel School of Marine and 
Atmospheric Science, researchers developed 
a mathematical model that simulates the 
motion and migration of small spherical objects 
floating at the ocean surface. The study, titled 
“Inertia-Induced Accumulation of Flotsam in the 
Subtropical Gyres,” was published in the January 
2017 issue of Geophysical Research Letters – the 
publication of the American Geophysical Union.

The researchers simulated the movement of 

Researchers develop model

marine debris by feeding the model data on 
currents and winds before comparing the results 
with data collected from satellite-tracked surface 
buoys from the NOAA Global Drifter Program’s 
database. They used data from both anchored 
buoys and those that become unanchored over 
a 20-year period to see how each accumulated 
in the five ocean gyres, which are “large systems 
of circular ocean currents formed by global wind 
patterns and forces created by Earth’s rotation.”

The scientists also took into account the effects 
of water and wind-induced drag on these objects. 

“We found that undrogued drifters accumulate 
in the centres of the gyres precisely where plastic 
debris accumulate to form the great garbage 
patches,” said Francisco Beron-Vera, a research 
associate professor in the UM Rosenstiel School’s 
Department of Atmospheric Sciences and lead 
author of the study. “While anchored drifters, 
which are designed to closely follow water 
motion, take a much longer time to accumulate 
in the center of the gyres.”

The scientists determined that the debris found 
in subtropical garbage patches accumulate too 
quickly to be due solely to the effect of trade 
winds that converge in these regions.

“We show that the size and weight of the drifters 
must be taken into account to fully explain the 
accumulation,” said Maria Josefina Olascoaga, 
an associate professor in the UM Rosenstiel 
School’s Department of Ocean Sciences and a co-
author of the study.

In practical terms, the authors say they believe 
the model could also be used to track shipwrecks, 
airplane debris, sea ice and pollution. The five 
gyres, or garbage patches, in the world are 
mostly composed of micro plastics, tiny remnants 
of larger pieces of plastic garbage that have been 
broken up in the ocean.

While higher concentrations of litter items can 
be found in this area, along with other debris 
such as derelict fishing nets, much of the debris 
is actually small pieces of floating plastic that 
are not immediately evident to the naked eye,” 
notes the National Oceans and Atmospheric 
Administration. 

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS
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Shoulder Pain Linked to Increased Heart 
Disease Risk

Shoulder pain usually arises from the 
shoulder joint itself or from any of the 
many surrounding muscles, ligaments 
or tendons. But, there could be another 
reason as well a new study has found. 
The study led by investigators at the 
Utah School of Medicine found that 
individuals with symptoms that put 
them at increased risk for heart disease 
could be more likely to have shoulder 
problems, including joint pain and 
rotator cuff injury.

“If someone has rotator cuff problems, it could 
be a sign that there is something else going 
on. They may need to manage risk factors for 
heart disease,” says the study’s lead author 
Kurt Hegmann, M.D., M.P.H., Professor of 
Family and Preventive Medicine and Director 
of the Rocky Mountain Center for Occupational 
and Environmental Health. The research was 
published in the Journal of Occupational and 
Environmental Medicine in February 2017.

Repeated physical stress is most frequently 
blamed for aggravating shoulder joints and the 
muscles and tendons that surround them. While 

physical exertion can certainly be an irritant, 
accumulating evidence points other factors that 
could also be at play. Previous research found 
that people who had an increased risk for heart 
disease also had a tendency toward carpal tunnel 
syndrome, Achilles tendinitis, and tennis elbow, 
all musculoskeletal disorders.

The current study by Hegmann and colleagues 
adds shoulder problems to the list and takes 
the connection one step further. The more 
heart disease risk factors that each of the study 
participants had racked up - including high blood 
pressure, high cholesterol, diabetes - the more 
likely they were to have had shoulder trouble.

Participants with mid-level heart risk were less 
likely to have had either shoulder condition. 
So if you are experiencing shoulder or arm pain 
on the left side, you may be having a heart 
attack. However, heart attack is not the only 
cause of these types of pain. So it is important 
to be aware of different body pains that can be 
indications of heart attacks.

MIND YOUR BODY

Strong Indicators of a 
Heart Attack

Weak Indicators of a 
Heart Attack

• Burning, squeezing, tightness, 

pressure or pain sensation

• Gradual increase of pain over 

a few minutes

• Pain in the diffuse area, 

including middle of chest

• Pain extending to back, jaw, 

neck, and left arm

• Pressure or pain accompanied 

by other symptoms like 

sudden nausea, cold sweat, 

problems breathing

• Pressure or pain that is felt 

during emotional stress or 

physical exertion or when you 

are resting (unstable angina)

• Knifelike or sharp pain felt 

when coughing or sneezing

• Pain concentrated on one 

point.

• Pain occurring distinctly on 

one side of the body

• Abrupt stubbing pain that 

lasts for a very short moment

• Pain lasting for days or hours 

without any other symptoms

• Pain caused by pressing the 

chest or body movement

“I think when you begin to think of yourself as having achieved 
something, then there’s nothing left for you to work towards. 
I want to believe that there is a mountain so high that I will 
spend my entire life striving to reach the top of it.”
- Cicely Tyson
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Many Happy Returns to the following on their 
Birthdays during the month of May 2017!

CREW BIRTHDAYS

MST INDRANIL GHOSH 29-May BAKU

MST GANESH VENKITACHALAM 28-May GOLDEN AVENUE

MST SHASHI KANT SINGH 15-May GUNESHLI

MST SUJIT KUMAR SINGH 6-May KIKYO

MST KAUSHAL KUMAR RAI 25-May MAREX EXPRESS

MST HARISH VALECHA 5-May MARLIN AVENTURINE

MST SHOBHIT CHATURVEDI 14-May SALAMINIA

MST VINODKUMAR KARIPPAPURATH 31-May UACC HARMONY

CO VIVEK SHARMA 17-May AFRA LAUREL

CO MAYUR DILIP PURBIYA 19-May ALJALAA

CO DINESH CHAUHAN 1-May ATLANTIC CANYON

CO KRISHNA KUMAR ALEMBILAYI 18-May CHEM NICHOLAS

CO AVADHUT BABURAO SAWANT 15-May ERIA COLOSSUS

CO SREELAL VENUGOPAL 1-May MAETIGA

CO MAYUR DIGAMBAR KOKANE 9-May MARLIN AQUAMARINE

CO KRISHNA M. K. V. KUMAR 8-May SAMRAA ALKHALEEJ

2O RAJ K. KANDATHILPARAMBIL 21-May AFRA LAUREL

2O RAHUL GARG 12-May AFRICAN JACANA

2O BALAMURALI M. V. 15-May ALPINE MOMENT

2O ASHWANI KUMAR 30-May ATLANTIC EAGLE

2O ARUN THRISSOKARAN JOSE 5-May AZERI GAS

2O RAM PYARE KANAUJIA 3-May CARTAGENA

2O PRABHPUNEET SINGH 24-May CHEMBULK SHANGHAI

2O SUKHRAJ SINGH 25-May GRAN COUVA

2O NAVEEN KUMAR 15-May MARLIN AVENTURINE

2O ELVIN CHACKO 5-May UACC EAGLE

2O JANARTHANAN NEDUMARAN 21-May UACC Ras Tanura

3O RAVI KUMAR 16-May ADRIATIC WAVE

3O BIBIN VARGHESE 8-May AFRAMAX RIVIERA

3O GAUTAM SINGH 12-May ALHANI

3O HARSHIT MENGHANI 22-May ATLANTIC AQUARIUS

3O VIMAL JOSE 6-May CHEM NICHOLAS

3O AMITPAL SINGH MANHAS 5-May FS DILIGENCE

3O MUNNA IYPE JOSE 15-May GREAT MANTA

NAME BIRTHDAY VESSEL NAME BIRTHDAY VESSEL

3O AADHIB ZYED AYYARIL HAMEED 12-May GSW FIGHTER

3O VENKATESH CHENNA KRISHNAN 29-May SANTOS

3O SRINIVAS SEETHARAM PRABHU 15-May UACC RAS TANURA

2E SACHIN RAJGURE 27-May AFRAMAX RIVER

2E LETHEESH C. T. SUKUMARAN 20-May ALPINE MIA

2E ANOOP RAJ THUMARAKALAYIL 23-May ASTRID

2E UTHANDARAJ KASIRAJ 27-May AZERI GAS

2E SUBHASH CHANDRA TYAGI 25-May BOUGAINVILLE

2E RAVISHANKAR PINDIMANE 22-May EAGLE EXPRESS

2E RAVI V. K. NAIR 11-May GSW FUTURE

2E LIJIN P. VIMALADEVI 1-May MARLIN AQUAMARINE

2E ANKIT SONI 2-May MARLIN AVENTURINE

3E GURUPRASAD KUMBLA 30-May ATLANTIC CANYON

3E DIONISIO JR B. GALANIDO 23-May BITUMEN EIKO

3E ABHISHEK R. SAKUNTHALA 21-May CRIMSON KNIGHT

3E ANOOP THOMAS 20-May ERIA COLOSSUS

3E ANOOP KINATTINKARA ANAND 29-May GOLDEN AVENUE

3E SANDIP SHARMA 7-May GRAN COUVA

3E UNNIKRISHNAN S. NAIR 31-May GSW FIGHTER

3E JIBIN TOM JOSE 9-May GSW FORWARD

3E MUHILVANNAN PERUMAL 3-May IVY GALAXY

3E JITHIN PAYYANAT VIJAYAN 17-May MARLIN AVENTURINE

3E TANMOY NANDY 31-May SAMRAA ALKHALEEJ

3E SURENDARAN JEGAN MOHAN 25-May ZARIFA ALIYEVA

4E RAHUL CHANDROTH 31-May AFRAMAX RIVIERA

4E PUSHPDEEP SINGH 16-May ARIANE MAKARA

4E SANDEEP K. N. K. T. 14-May ATLANTIC CANYON

4E NAVNIT BHARDWAJ 21-May AZERI GAS

4E DHEERAJ MISHRA 23-May CHEM NICHOLAS

4E STILLWIN JERARD 15-May CHEMBULK HOUSTON

4E EMIL JOSEPH 15-May FS SINCERITY

4E AJITH KUMAR THANKASWAMY 27-May GSW FORWARD

4E ARUNLAL MAYICHERI KANDY 4-May UACC EAGLE

EO GEORGE J. C. JOSY 4-May KOBAI
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PUZZLES ANSWERS FOR ISSUE 144

The seminar discussions commenced with a 
health check on the current shipping market as 
well as future trends by Capt. Jitendra Pandey, 
Senior Technical Superintendent at ESM, 
Singapore, who drew insight from his wealth 
of industry experience.  An engaged discussion 
amongst the participants on how ship staff can 
support in providing value to ship owners under 
such tough market conditions was encouraging 
to note. Capt. Jitendra also took up a session on 
the many navigational challenges faced onboard 
and brought out the role of a bridge watch-
keeping Officer in overcoming them. The session 
received equal responses from the navigating 
and engineer officer, as actual scenarios were 
discussed at length.

Capt. Krishnan, Superintendent Fleet Personnel, 
highlighted importance of safety culture and 
discussed about personal injuries, safety and 
hygiene and PPE in both the seminars. While Mr. 
Ajay Sharma, Senior Technical Superintendent, 
detailed the optimization of Phoenix software 
and its benefits in a subsequent session. He 
highlighted issues and challenges that a mariner 
engineer can face with various examples in 
a second discussion. Discourse on LSA & FFA 
Deficiencies provided an insight on how to 
promote safety culture on board. The session 
undertaken by Mr Prasad Godbole, aimed at 
creating awareness of typical observations, 
deficiencies and defects that are observed during 
safety inspections. All measures and steps were 
discussed to reduce vetting inspection defects 
and how junior officers on board play a very 

important role in upkeep and maintenance of 
machinery on board. An after lunch scrabble 
game conducted by Mr. Godbole kept the teams 
on their spirit and toes. 

The concluding open session on crewing and 
performance covered concern points such as fleet 
strength, recent takeovers, timely joining and on 
time relief, promotion criteria, welfare initiatives 
introduced by ESM. Capt. Ashish Singh who 
conducted the session received feedback and 
mitigated Officers’ concerns. 

Mr. S.M Iyer, Resident Director opened both the 
seminars by sharing the Company’s vision and the 
seminar theme while lauding the participating 

Senior Officers’ for their leadership qualities and 
exhorted them to carry on the good work while 
mentoring their successors. Chief Officer Kunal 
Kashyap and Second Officer Harsimran Singh 
Jolly at the Delhi seminar were presented with 
awards and certificates for completing 10 years 
of meritorious service with ESM. The daylong 
session were concluded by a networking dinner in 
both the locations where participants continued 
their exchange of experiences amongst each 
other and the ESM team.

17 Senior Officers and 59 Junior Officers attended 
the seminars across the two-city event held on 
25th April at Chandigarh and 27th April at Delhi. 

Continued from Page 1
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SUDOKU OBJECTIVE

The objective of the game is to fill all the blank 
squares in a game with the correct numbers. There 
are three very simple constraints to follow. In a 9 by 
9 square Sudoku game:

• Every row of 9 numbers must include all digits 1 
through 9 in any order 

•  
Every column of 9 numbers must include all 
digits 1 through 9 in any order

•  
Every 3 by 3 subsection of the 9 by 9 square 
must include all digits 1 through 9

** All answers will be provided next issue.

MOVIE ONE LINERS

PUZZLES
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What would have been a routine sail for 
Executive Ship Management’s Atlantic 
Leo, turned into a high sea rescue 
mission after the 47128 DWT Chemical 
Tanker and her crew were called upon 
to rescue international refugees in their 
sinking lifeboats.

Atlantic Leo received a call at noon from the 
Maritime Rescue Coordination Center (MRCC) 
Rome, shortly after the vessel departed from the 
Port of Zawia, Libya on 16 April 2017. Capt. Amit 
Sharma was informed of a vessel in distress 20 
nautical miles away from where Atlantic Leo was 
stationed. Immediate assistance was required for 
a search and rescue operation at a point between 
Malta and Libya to aid a multitude of people 
onboard a sinking rubber boat, who were trying 
to escape to Italy from Libya. 

Keeping the relevant authorities including ESM 
office informed, Capt. Amit Sharma and his crew 

diverted the vessel immediately and proceeded 
towards the distress position. The vessel’s crew 
wasted no time as it neared its destination; 
with preparations being made in line with the 
“Guidance for safety and Security of Seafarers 
and Rescued Persons from Large Scale Rescue 
Operations at Sea”. The crew were posted as 
look-outs on bridge and forecastle.

When Atlantic Leo arrived at the scene two hours 
later, the crew spotted around 80 immigrants 
perched precariously on a rubber boat with a few 
swimming in the water as well. Together with the 
Italian Coast Guard, Atlantic Leo carried out the 
rescue operation swiftly and decisively. 

Despite the fairly rough seas, all 80 immigrants 
were successfully transferred onboard the Italian 

Rescue of Refugees by ESM Managed Vessel
ESM NEWS

Coast Guard boat within an hour and a half. With 
an additional three hours required for the coast 
guard to transfer the immigrants onto another 
larger escort boat that was heading towards the 
refugee camp. During this time, Atlantic Leo was 
requested to provide escort and be on constant 
look-out to ensure none of the immigrants were 
left behind.

Executive Ship Management congratulates 
Capt. Amit Sharma and his team of professional 
seafarers for their extraordinary teamwork and 
humanitarian services. 




